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Retail Rents – Why Do They Never Go Down?!

FOR DECADES RETAIL RENTS HAVE DEFIED GRAVITY  
BY ONLY EVER GOING UP.  WILL THE PANDEMIC BRING  
A LASTING CHANGE?  

Retail is hugely important to the UK economy.  It is the biggest 
private sector employer in the UK.  The picture is no different  
in the world of property. 

Research published in the years after the last recession showed 
that retail property (in value terms) accounted for a larger slice  
of the market than any other type of property.

Given the value and significance of retail property permanent 
change in this sector cannot fail to be of interest. But, what are 
the changes we are seeing now that will outlast the current crisis?

There may be many changes for retail property in the coming 
months and years, here I consider just one – rent.

Rent – why does it never go down?!
You might know about upwards only rent reviews in commercial 
leases.  Rents are reviewed by the landlord every 5 years. Either 
the rent increases in line with the market or it stays the same.  
It never goes down.

Traditional leasing practices for retail property are based on 
comparative models. At review under their existing lease rent  
set for Retailer A five years ago will be increased to match the 
higher rent more recently agreed with Retailer B.

The problem is that retail rents are now falling.  The rent that  
a retailer would pay to occupy a shop today is less than it would 
have been five years ago. In some cases a great deal less.  

If rent review clauses are on an upwards only basis (and they are) 
- decreases in rental value are ignored (to the tenant’s detriment) 
but growth in rental values is always taken into account (to the 
landlord’s benefit).

Perhaps this is only a minor inconvenience?  To take an example 
- if your gas and electricity provider refuses to drop its charges  
in keeping with the rest of the market you head to a comparison 
website and change to another company.  

In the world of property it is not that simple.  Most retail tenants 
are tied to their leases for 10 to 15 years. Unless a break option  
is at hand there is no easy way out.

The Impact on Retail
Today this means struggling high street retailers who are dealing 
with the shockwave of lockdown, the ravaging effects of online 
retail as well as the many other structural changes in the sector 
will never see their rent adjusted downwards to reflect its real 
current-day value.

And that’s a really important disadvantage – because fixed costs 
arising from property often form the biggest outlay for a retail 
business after employment costs.  

So, how did we get here?
Why did tenants – and their lawyers for that matter - allow  
this unfairness to arise across the whole property sector?

For the answer to this we need to travel back to the 1950s.  

Post-war commercial leases could be very long.  99 years was  
not uncommon.  As inflation crept into the economy investors 
realised that rent reviews were needed to ensure that the value  
of fixed rents was not undermined by inflation.

The reason for a rent review was logical then – to combat the 
effects of inflation.  What is less clear is why rent reviews have 
always been upwards only.

For decades though, there were very few instances where rental 
levels fell.  As a consequence there was no great discussion 
around upwards only rent reviews.  

That changed in the 1990s when rental values did see severe 
declines.

That was three decades ago.  Why did nothing change?

Lasting Change
The answer is that it is very hard to change the status quo.

Over 65 years a whole sector of the economy grew up and  
came to depend on a certain approach to calculating rent. Any 
change becomes unbelievably complicated because it requires  
a fundamental reappraisal of how a whole investment class is 
valued and traded.

In normal times no one wants to tackle that level of change – it’s 
too difficult.  

Change then comes out of exceptional circumstances.  
Circumstances that cause such severe disruption in an economy 
that logical corrections that have been discussed for decades no 
longer seem so scary.  They just become part of the recovery plan.

If – post Covid - we now move away from upwards only rent 
reviews it will be part of a basket of measures such as greater  
use of turnover based rents, index linked rents, top up rental 
payments based on store performance and rebasing of existing 
rents.  We could end up with each tenant in a retail centre paying 
a different rent depending on store performance, the nature of 
the retail business, click and collect sales, online sales generated  
in the vicinity of the store and so on.

Tenants will see a more precise match between the value of  
a store to the occupier and the price that is paid for occupation.  
And that must surely be welcome as creating a more sustainable 
situation for retailers – who in turn will be able to keep paying 
their rent.

For landlords and their investors - all of this will certainly make 
valuation of retail property more challenging. But other jurisdictions 
can provide lessons and answers.  Most importantly major UK 
retail landlords such as Hammerson, Legal & General and Crown 
Estates have already resolved to find ways of making new rental 
models work.

After all, what goes up must come down as the saying goes.
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